Who’s Who in the Historic Preservation Office?

- Administrator and Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer:
  Katie Marcopul 609-984-5816

- For general assistance and inquiries related to the HPO project database or operational accounts or scheduling appointments:
  Michele Sbarro 609-984-0176

- Supervising Historic Preservation Specialist, supervises project review, staff:
  Meghan Baratta 609-292-1253

- For inquiries related to New Jersey Register and Section 106 reviews for HUD, DCA, DOT and military:
  Lindsay Thivierge 609-292-4091

- For information on the HPO database, website, GIS initiatives and the HPO contact for NJCAR:
  Kinney Clark 609-777-1865

- Graphic Artist:
  Wm. Roger Clark 609-292-0033

- For questions on Morris Canal, dams, archaeology, or information on the status of encroachment reviews for archaeological prehistoric or historic resources:
  Vincent Maresca III 609-633-2395

- For questions on D&R Canal, EPA, NPS, archaeology, shipwreck management, or information on the status of encroachment reviews for archaeological prehistoric, historic and maritime resources:
  Jesse West-Rosenthal 609-984-6019

- For information regarding NJ Transit:
  Jennifer Alvarez 609-292-1913

- For information on how to list a property on the New Jersey and National Register, to inquire about an already listed property or receive information on the State Review Board agenda:
  Bob Craig 609-984-0541
  Andrea Tingey 609-984-0539
Who’s Who in the Historic Preservation Office?

- For project inquiries related to DOT, investment tax credits, FEMA and FCC:
  Jennifer Leynes 609-984-6016

- For Certified Local Government program or inquiries related to local HPC/municipal-level historic preservation matters:
  Jonathan Kinney 609-984-0141

- For information on cultural resource surveys, outreach activities and obtaining a Certificate of Eligibility for a historic property:
  Andrea Tingey 609-984-0539